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Special thanks to Engineer Daniele Oliva, PM of the Zambon project, who 

wanted to witness the work done side by side for over three years:

“It have been three years of very demanding work, made even more 

difficult by the COVID-19 pandemic, during which ZAMBON and PLANEX 

worked in great harmony without ever losing sight of the final goal, 

achieved with great satisfaction.

Planex have been an absolutely transparent and reliable partner.”

A truly ambitious and important project, started in June 2018 and completed in August 2021, during 

COVID19 pandemic, which also include the new filling lines in classified areas, microbiology laborato-

ries and warehouses for the production of one of the pharmaceutical group’s best-known products.

The context clearly required a very high level of preparation in many areas of expertise and speciali-

zation: management of the authorization process and GMP requirements, pharmaceutical plant desi-

gn (classified areas, HVAC, pharmaceutical fluids, electrical and special systems, process automation, 

data management), design and implementation of structural engineering, traditional plant enginee-

ring (thermo-cooling plants, pumping, fluid distribution and disposal, transformation and distribution 

of electricity, protection from atmospheric discharges, etc.), site security engineering, Project & Con-

struction Management, IQ/OQ/PQ.

From the beginning the customer realized that, on one hand, it was important to refer to a single con-

tact responsible for all engineering while, on the other, it was equally strategic been able to count on 

the best specialists for every engineering discipline. It was therefore crucial founding an organization 

dedicated to excellence, able to organize a varied team of specialists of different engineering discipli-

nes, and to overcome the obsolete verticistical logics by espousing the most modern organizational 

matrix paradigms.

In this way it is possible to provide the customer with qualified and direct references with each expert, 

while maintaining control over the entire project.

• SO HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO MANAGE THE WHOLE PROJECT’S PROCESSES?

• WHOM TO CONTACT TO MANAGE AND COORDINATE A MULTIPLE PROCUREMENT?

• HOW TO ORGANISE AND INTEGRATE SUCH A DIVERSE WORK TEAM? 

Many large national and international organizations offer engineering services; however, it is known 

that such companies are based on rigid internal organizations in which few senior technicians have 

to manage ranks of junior designers with the risk of having the project entrusted to young and 

inexperienced figures or to slow down enormously the workflows, recurring to formal and standardized 

processes.

 •   •  The project involved over 300 projects, resulting from more than 9.000 hours of work.

 •   •  Structures, plants and architecture were modelled in BIM, creating information-rich   

 models that provided contractors with perfectly coordinated designs capable of

  eliminating unexpected and interference.

 •   •  The construction has engaged over 8.000 hours of work for Planex and has seen over 120  

 official reports for the Work management and the safety coordination made with

  thousands of email communications.

 •   •  Have been managed and approved over 120 subcontracts.

 •   •  Have been examined and approved over 130 mechanical and 140 electrical technical

  data sheets.

 •   •  The building was fully completed including pharmaceutical equipment and finishing.

 •   •  The budget was absolutely respected without including significant extra costs.

 •   •  The developed BIM model will be the basis for plant management and maintenance

  with the support of the Asset Information Model, which will be a great and innovative

  support for GMP compliance.

It is therefore a great success for Planex that, with a team of the highest level and a state-of-the-art 

structure from all points of view, has proved again able to realize large projects, resulting in a highly 

competitive solution even in the world of “Big Engineering”.

The project started in June 2018 according to schedule, following a “zone and

transition diagram”, and has been concluded in August 2021:

The customer,The customer,

by addressing to Planex,by addressing to Planex,

decided to opt for an effectivedecided to opt for an effective

and efficient solution; the careful selectionand efficient solution; the careful selection

of high technical level partners permitted to build, of high technical level partners permitted to build, 

and coordinate with its senior-partners, a stable and and coordinate with its senior-partners, a stable and 

competent team of highly motivated professionals.competent team of highly motivated professionals.

Only a non-top-down network and aOnly a non-top-down network and a

well-coordinated organisation can providewell-coordinated organisation can provide

this kind of efficiency.this kind of efficiency.

THE CHALLENGES:THE CHALLENGES:

Build a new 6.000 square meters Build a new 6.000 square meters 

plant for drug production on three plant for drug production on three 

levels expanding an existing industrial levels expanding an existing industrial 

complex, to meet all the requirements complex, to meet all the requirements 

related to GMP, to the classifications of related to GMP, to the classifications of 

the areas involved, to the architectural the areas involved, to the architectural 

project, designed by a world-renowned project, designed by a world-renowned 

architect, and to urban and motorway architect, and to urban and motorway 

constraints; these were the challenges constraints; these were the challenges 

faced by Planex to meet the requests faced by Planex to meet the requests 

made by a leading company in the made by a leading company in the 

pharmaceutical sector, among the ten pharmaceutical sector, among the ten 

most important in Italy.most important in Italy.
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“Do you need to feel supported by a team of real experts in 

engineering for the Life Science industry,

a trusted “accomplice” to reache the goal?”

For any additional information you can contact:

Ing. Filippo Belviglieri

Phone: +39 045 830 3193 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/filippobelviglieri/

